For a continuous mode of operation, insulating material in an electrical machine is subject to constant thermal, electrical, mechanical and environmental stresses where thermal stress is a major cause of gradual insulation deterioration, which leads to ultimate winding failure. To guarantee a satisfactory lifetime, electrical machines are designed to operate winding temperatures well below their thermal class, which results in an oversized design. Standard methods for thermal lifetime evaluation of electrical machines are based on accelerated aging tests that require several months of testing. This paper proposes an alternative approach relying on a supervised neural network that significantly shortens the time demanded by accelerated aging tests for thermal lifetime evaluation of electrical machines. The supervised neural network is based on a feedforward neural network trained with Bayesian Regularisation Backpropagation (BRP) algorithm. The network predicts the wire insulation resistance with respect to its aging time at aging temperatures of 250 • C, 270 • C and 290 • C, which reveals a good match of prediction outcomes against the experimental findings. The mean time-to-failure at each aging temperature is extracted using the Weibull probability plot in order to compare the Arrhenius curves for both conventional and proposed method and a relative error of 0.125% is achieved in terms of their temperature indexes. In addition, the analysis shows a time saving of 1680 hours (57% time saved of experimental test procedure) when the thermal life of the insulating material is predicted using BRP neural network.
that can trigger most severe failures (e.g. phase-to-ground short-circuits) and eventually lead to the machine failure.
Traditionally, during the design phase of an electrical machine, the maximum hot-spot temperature that the insulation system can withstand is evaluated using thermal modelling techniques, such as lumped parameters thermal networks (LPTNs), computational fluid dynamics and finite element simulations [5] , [11] , [12] . The designer, then, acts on the design parameters so that the hot-spot temperature always remains below the thermal class of the adopted insulation [13] , [14] , which is provided by the manufacturer. This ensures that the electrical machine will survive at least 20,000 hours of continuous operation [15] . To determine the thermal class (or temperature index) of the insulation system, technical standards are available and suggest methodologies for the thermal qualification of the insulation system. This allows for quite accurate estimations of the thermal lifetime at various operating temperatures [16] , however, these qualification strategies require extensive testing, which is long-lasting and can endure up to thousands of hours [17] . This paper proposes a neural network to predict the trend of the insulation resistance under thermal aging that estimates the time-to-failure of each specimen at considered aging temperatures. The proposed approach employs the supervised feedforward neural network trained with Bayesian Regularisation Backpropagation (BRP) for the thermal qualification of electrical machine that reduces the experimental time of thermal aging tests while reaching good predictive accuracy. The predicted results from the neural network are validated and compared with the experimental measurements in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology.
II. NEURAL NETWORKS FOR PREDICTING PROPERTIES OF INSULATING MATERIAL
In this section, related work on Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) which have been proposed to predict the properties of insulating materials is reviewed. In [18] , [19] , an ANN approach was proposed for the prediction of non-linear properties variations of transformer oil, known as 'BORAK22' and it was used by ''SONELGAZ'', an electric and gas company. In the study, a supervised ANN, known as Radial Basis Function Gaussian (RBFN) coupled with the Random Optimization Method (ROM) and two learning strategies, namely data adaptive learning and batch learning technique, were used. The dielectric loss of the transformer oil with respect to aging time was predicted with a good agreement between measurements and estimations for both the two learning techniques. In [20] , RBFN was tested with different training algorithm of Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) and Back Propagation (BP) for the prediction of aging time of thermal oil. BP prediction results were better as compared to LM ones. Furthermore, the same ANN methods were applied in [21] to predict the tensile strength and breakdown voltage of paper and oil insulation with respect to its aging time. Similarly, after experimenting with various neural networks, RBFN with ROM was chosen for the prediction of breakdown voltage in a point-barrier-plane Air Gap [22] , [23] .
To acquire better quality prediction results, each time a future value was predicted, the first value was omitted from the training set having the form (Y i , Y i+1 ). The results obtained were quite promising with predicted values coherent with experimental values. In [20] , [21] , the mechanical properties of XLPE cable (Cross-linked Polyethylene) under thermal aging stress, was then predicted through the same use of the aforementioned methods [24] , [25] . As a result, the mean value (all specimens) of both tensile strength and elongation at each aging temperature were predicted. Amongst all temperatures, the maximum relative error was 16.1% with ROM and 24.2% with BP. During this analysis, the thermal life of the XLPE cable and its temperature index were also evaluated. An ANN was developed [26] for monitoring and diagnosis of capacitive equipment. The neural network was selected for the prediction of dielectric loss angle, where inputs as voltage, current, capacitance, ambient temperature, humidity and dielectric loss were taken. Since the number of neurons greatly influence the prediction quality, the best performance was reached with 15 neurons. The ANN was able to deliver accurate dielectric loss angle values, whose information allowed to prevent the insulation fault in high-voltage electrical equipment. Shpreker et al. [27] proposed a deep learning neural network (i.e. Recurrent Neural Network) to predict insulation resistance of electrical equipment, which yields the early detection against the potential damage of the insulation whilst taken into account variations in external factor such as humidity and air temperature. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), a newly developed Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) known for its capability of preserving internal memory, was used for this purpose [18] , [19] .
III. ARCHITECTURE OF THE NEURAL NETWORKS
In general, a typical ANN architecture contains three to four layers known as the input, one or two hidden layers and output, as depicted in Fig. 1 . On the first layer, independent variables are given as input, whereas the hidden layers calculate the weights to explore the input effects on the predicted dependent variables through an activation function. On the output layer, the predicted value is presented with associated estimation error [28] , [29] . For each input (i 1 . . . i n , where n is an integer number), let (w 1 . . . w n ) be adjustable weights and let b be an adaptable bias value calculated at the given hidden layer, then they are combined and added. Consequently, a sigmoid activation function Y(Z) is applied to generate an output (2) .
In (1), e is the exponential term and u is derived from (2) where b is the bias, w.x is the dot product of w, and x is a vector consisting of the inputs. To predict the life of insulating material, the following neural networks are considered, the architecture of each is explained in sub-sections III.A-III.D. Each neural network discussed was trained using the collected experimental data (i.e. insulation resistance measurements) and the one delivering the best results is selected for the purpose of the presented study.
A. BAYESIAN REGULARISATION BACKPROPAGATION (BRP)
BRP uses the basic feedforward network structure to train the given data. Input values are propagated back and forth (forward and backward pass) from the hidden layer to minimize the relative absolute error and weights values and bias are updated at every propagation [30] , as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
One of the issues that occur during the training of these networks is overfitting in which untrained data when presented to network tends to produce a large error as compared to trained data with small error [31] . In order to overcome this issue, a BRP is employed and its bias and weights are updated by a Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) optimization method. This helps the network to generalise well and minimize the error [31] , [32] . For the sample data, if ((X i , Y i ), (X N , Y N )) is the set of input-output pairs in the network, then the parameter of primary interest is weight w k ij at node j in layer l k and node i in layer l k−1 , and b k i is the bias for node i in layer l k . The error E(X, P) at this point can be calculated between the target and predicted value for a particular value of parameter P. With respect to weights and biases (w k ij b k i ), the error function is required to be calculated when training the BP neural network using Bayesian RRegularisation. At learning rate α, each time weight and biases are updated denoted P according to:
where P t is the parameter of a Neural Network at iteration t in Bayesian Regularization. Bayesian Regularisation uses the Jacobian for calculations, which gives performance only in terms of mean or sum of squared errors [31] . The performance p in accordance with weights and bias variable x using the Jacobian jj and j e can be estimated relying on (4) and (5):
where Q is the identity matrix and E stands for all errors with mu as the adaptive value. Training is completed when the following conditions are met: Performance reached to the goal; Maximum number of epochs reached; Time is exceeded.
B. FUNCTION FITTING NEURAL NETWORK (FITNET)
FITNET is another commonly used Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) or feedforward model containing one hidden layer. The network is mostly adopted for the regression problem [33] , which also uses back propagation as its training function ( Fig. 2) . Given input data with N hidden layers, it returns a network with N+1 layers. Initially, the size of input and output are set as zero and get adjusted during the training phase based on the given training set of data. The default training algorithm for this type of neural network is Levenberg-Marquardt which enables the forecast of future values [34] . The main benefit of using FITNET and BRP is a simple structure, strong reliability and an excellent tool for modeling complex systems [31] , [32] .
C. LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY (LSTM)
LSTM, as shown in Fig. 3 , acquires the capability of preserving internal memory and learns temporal data on the sequence of upcoming inputs. The major benefit of using LSTM is that long term dependencies can be learned throughout the training and exploited for regression and classification purposes [35] . LSTM is a type of RNN that has been highly widespread because of its improved memory and ability to preserve temporary information [35] , [36] . LSTM comprises of special cells known as 'memory blocks' within its hidden layer with self-connections to store the temporary state of network with special multiplicative units as 'gates' to control the flow of information. Within each memory block, the input gate looks over the flow of input activations going in the memory cell whereas the output gate looks over the flow of cell activations to the remaining network [36] . Given an input (Y = Y 1 . . . Y N ), an LSTM network creates a mapping to an output data (Z = Z 1 . . . Z N ) by estimating activations using the following equations N times:
where I t represents input gate, f t as forgot gate, c t as input modulation, o t as output gate and h t as hidden state equation with ''w'' as weight matrices (w i , w f , w c as weight matrices for peephole connections), b represents biases (b i , b t , b c and b o as input gate bias, forget gate bias, input modulation gate bias and output gate bias respectively).
D. RADIAL BASIS FUNCTION NETWORK (RBFN)
Radial basis in its simplest form is a three-layer feedforward neural network, as shown in Fig. 4 , which takes the input of the N-dimensional vector and presents it to Radial Function Function Network (RBFN) that stores a prototype vector [24] , [25] . A Gaussian function is used as an activation function to facilitate the training and improve generalisation. The output layer is linear and serves as a summation unit [37] . The concept behind RBF is that to generate output, neuron process the input signal using an activation function for an input x:
where g(x) gives the output of Gaussian node with mean µ and σ standard deviation. Gaussian neural nodes partition the entire feature vector space generating a signal against an input vector. Distance between the center and the input vector defines the strength of the neuron signal [38] . The advantage of using RBFN are strong tolerance to input noise and fast learning ability [24] .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL TEST SETUP A. TEST SPECIMEN
The test specimen is a twisted pair wire (round enameled magnet wire) with a thermal class of 220 • C, wire diameter of 0.4mm and insulation thickness of 22.5µm, as shown in Fig 5. The magnet wire features a double enamel layer, namely a modified-polyester on a base coat and over coated by polyamide-imide. The length of the specimen wire is 200mm with 20 twists on it. The chosen specimen's arrangement is done according to the ASTM standards D2307 [15] since it is aimed for a low voltage electrical machine [39] .
B. TEST PROCEDURE
The test procedure is based on the accelerated aging tests, which are commonly used for thermal qualification of insulating material. In such tests, the specimens are thermally aged above the insulation thermal class. A number of 10 twisted pair specimens were considered at three different aging temperatures according to the ASTM D2307 standards. The aging process is carried out in a controlled oven at 250 • C, 270 • C and 290 • C with their corresponding aging cycle of 120h, 48h and 8h respectively. The oven used is ''MEMMERT UF260 plus ventilated oven'' that can control inside temperature up to 300 • C. Prior to the thermal aging procedure, the test specimens were subject to the diagnostic tests. The diagnostic parameters, such as the dissipation factor (Tanδ), insulation capacitance (IC) and insulation resistance (IR), were measured using MEGGER 4000 at the end of each aging cycle. After every thermal exposure, the cooling time was awaited before the specimens were removed from the oven, and their turn-to-turn diagnosis was assessed using the AC hipot test. This test consists of ramping-up the 50 Hz, the sinusoidal voltage from 0 to 500V rms . When a specimen fails the AC hipot test, the time-to-failure was noted. The aging procedure was carried out until the insulation breakdown is detected on all the specimens.
V. CHOICES AND CONSIDERATIONS A. SELECTION OF NEURAL NETWORK
The selection of a neural network is finalised in this section, which is taken forward to predict the thermal life of the insulation. The IR measurements of a random specimen (S9) aged at 290 • C were chosen for training the neural networks as discussed in section III with the aim of predicting the IR values. Details on the prediction approaches and an optimum number of neurons are discussed in sections VI-A and V-B respectively. Fig. 6a shows the findings obtained from various neural networks against the measured IR, while the corresponding relative errors are illustrated in Fig. 6b . It can be observed that the FITNET network is having the highest error amongst all. Consequently, BRP has the lowest error below 10% at all aging cycles, therefore, the BRP network was chosen for the prediction analysis of the diagnostic parameters in the next sections. Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b depict the regression plots of actual versus predicted data ( Fig. 6 ) for two neural networks: BRP and FITNET respectively. For both neural networks, the correlation coefficient ''R'', which quantifies the curve fit goodness, was estimated and the values of 0.9992 and 0.758 were respectively determined for BRP and FITNET (best and worst case). A correlation coefficient close to one indicates that the output has tracked the target value well enough for training hence, the prediction well matches the measurement.
B. INFLUENCE OF CHANGING NEURONS
The performance of the neural network is greatly influenced by the selection of hidden layers and the number of neurons. For the neural network selected from the previous section, only one hidden layer is chosen since the network BRP with one hidden layer in combination with various neurons is enough to predict any finite input-output mapping problem [26] . This makes the prediction results dependent on the number of neurons selected. In order to check the best outcome, the sensitivity analysis was carried out (on IR predicted by BRP in Fig. 6 ), where the number of neurons was varied from 3 to 50 in step of 1. It was observed that the prediction results were adversely affected when neurons were increased. Fig. 8 reports the relative error against the number of neurons (3 to 10) at aging temperature of 290 • C, for a randomly chosen specimen (S9). As can be seen from Fig. 8 , the best performance outcome is achieved at 5 neurons and therefore, it was chosen for the prediction of diagnostic parameters (Tanδ, IC and IR) in the next sub-section.
C. DIAGNOSTIC PARAMETER SELECTION
Using MEGGER 4000, diagnostic parameters such as Tanδ, IC and IR were predicted for a random specimen (S1), aged at 290 • C. Fig. 9 shows prediction results of Tanδ, differential IC ( IC) and IR using BRP neural network with respect to aging time. The IC is computed using (12) , where IC 500 is the IC measured at 500V and IC 100 is the IC measured at 100V [40] , [41] . As can be observed from Fig. 9 , the BRP gives the closest results of IR against the measured data as compared to the diagnostic parameters % IC and Tanδ due to their inconsistent trend. Therefore, IR is chosen as a diagnostic parameter because its prediction reveals a lower mismatch with the actual measurements.
VI. PREDICTION ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
For prediction analysis, the accelerated aging test campaign was started and completed at highest aging temperature (i.e. 290 • C thermal exposure) until a breakdown in each specimen was detected, in order to set the end of life criterion for other aging temperatures. The test campaign continued for 250 • C and 270 • C aging temperatures until the 7 th aging cycle, where the test procedure was deliberately stopped to predict the life of each specimen using neural network approach. Once the prediction phase was completed, the experimental test campaign was resumed and completed at 250 • C and 270 • C aging temperatures (from 8 th aging cycle until the insulation failure is detected in each specimen), in order to compare the predicted time-to-failure against the actual experimental findings (i.e. for prediction validation purposes).
A. END OF LIFE CRITERION
To obtain an end of life criterion, the percentage insulation resistance (%IR) corresponding to the failure time of each specimen, was determined at the aging temperature of 290 • C. The %IR was calculated with respect to its unaged value of each twisted pair specimen using (13) , where IR end is the insulation resistance at aging time one cycle before the specimen is failed and IR unaged is the insulation resistance when the specimen is not exposed to the aging temperatures. It was found that, for all 10 specimens, the % IR was in the range of 82% to 90%. As stated earlier, to train the neural network, the BRP algorithm is used. The training is performed on a given set of specimens (10 per aging temperature) having the form of (X i , X i+1 ) where X i is the value of IR at aging time t i whereas, X i+1 is the predicted value of IR at aging time t i+1 .
2) PREDICTION PHASE
For each specimen, to predict the future value of any diagnostic parameter X i+1 , where (i = 1,2,3,4. . . .n) at a particular aging time t i+1 , the training is performed on a set of data having the input parameter (aging time as (t i , t i+1 )) and output parameter (any diagnostic parameter as (X i , X i+1 )).
The training is repeated from the beginning of each specimen. In order to achieve optimised prediction results, training trade-off exercise is carried out using the BRP training algorithm, based on the selection of a number of learning points (or measurements) used at the training stage.
C. TRAINING TRADE-OFF EXERCISE
This subsection describes different training strategies applied to the dataset in order to train data using the BRP algorithm that depends on various factors to obtain the best prediction outcomes. As stated in [24] , the number of learning points to train the network plays a vital role in the learning process of the algorithm and hence, influences the prediction results. Thus, the dataset was investigated with a different number of data points included at the training stage and prediction accuracies were reported. For a given dataset of specimen S9, it was observed that if the training is performed until aging time of 48h and 56h and the rest of the data points is kept for validation of neural network then the percentage error between the actual and predicted values was minimum as compared to the results obtained with other learning times (i.e. below 48h and 56h). The combination of 8 data points (until 56h) for training with 5 neurons (chosen in the previous section) presented the best results so far, however, the prediction results were still not convincing and therefore, the training strategy on the latest predicted data value was adopted. So the training was performed in the loop with the prediction of future value at a time (loop method). The loop was repeated until the last value of the dataset was predicted. With the dataset (X i . . . X n ), the network was trained until 56h (8th value) learning time for predicting the future value X i+1 (9th value). However, in order to get the X i+2 (10th value), the latest predicted value X i+1 (9th value) was included in the dataset (X i . . . X i+1 ). At the same time, each future value was predicted, the first value of the dataset was omitted. In this way, the training algorithm was not influenced by the previous values (omitted values) of the dataset and hence, the network was fed through an equal number of data points, as depicted in Fig. 10b . With this method, the MAE of 0.032 and RMSE of 0.043 is achieved which is the lowest error when compared to the all other methods previously discussed in this sub-section.
D. PREDICTION RESULTS
IR of each specimen was predicted using the loop method as discussed in the previous sub-section. The BRP neural network was trained until the 7th aging cycle (to save the time from 7 th aging cycle until all the specimens are failed) and the specimens whose failure was detected before the 7th aging cycle were discarded and hence, not included in the neural network for prediction. 8, 9 and 10 number of specimens were survived (total 27 specimens) at 250 • C, 270 • C and 290 • C aging temperatures respectively. To determine the mean timeto-failure of each specimen at different aging temperatures, the neural network was programmed to predict IR for a longer time span (i.e. 2400h, 1008h and 128h at 250 • C, 270 • C and 290 • C aging temperatures respectively) to reach the IR end of life criterion. Fig. 11 to Fig. 13 illustrate the predicted results for the longer period of aging time, where 4 specimens of each aging temperature are shown (although all 27 specimens were predicted using the neural network). The black line is the data measured experimentally (which was resumed and completed after being stopped at 7 th aging cycle), red diamonds shows the results during the training process, green dotted line is the predicted trend and the black dashed line shows the breakdown value of IR. The specimen is subject to face the breakdown as the predicted value crosses the black dotted line. As can be observed from Fig. 11 to Fig 13, for few specimens, the breakdown using neural network occurs before the actual breakdown of the specimen since the end of life criteria was set at 87.22% reduction in the IR from its associated unaged value. Therefore, the predicted time-to-failures were recorded for each specimen according to the given end of life criteria. For the conventional method, the time-to-failure of a specimen is calculated as the total thermal exposure hours minus half the duration of the aging cycle (the end of life is assumed to occur at half of the last thermal cycle). However, for the neural network method, the time-to-failure is the time duration at which the end of life criteria is reached plus half duration of the aging cycle. The time-to-failure of each specimen is shown in Table 2 . It was noticed that the IR of 3 specimens out of 30 have not crossed the breakdown criteria, therefore, the time-to-failure (underlined) of these 3 specimens is considered as the time-to-failure of the specimens obtained from the conventional method. This is done to meet the ASTM standard requirement for insulation lifetime evaluation, which recommends considering at least 10 specimens per thermal exposure. Once the time-to-failure of each specimen was recorded, all the specimens at each aging temperature were plotted on the Weibull probability plot with a 95% confidence interval as shown in Fig. 14a -Fig. 14c . From Weibull distribution plots, the mean time-to-failure is extracted at each aging temperature for both conventional (least mean square method) regression method and proposed neural network method. The mean time-to-failure at each aging temperature is reported in Table 3 along with its associated relative error. Table 3 shows the insulation lifetime from both the methods which comes from the 
VII. LIFETIME MODEL AND ARRHENIUS PLOT
For accelerated thermal aging, the deterioration process is a first-order chemical reaction in which the rate of the reaction is defined by the Arrhenius law, which was proposed by Dakin in 1971 [1] [2] [3] , [7] . Based on the Arrhenius law, the thermal life of solid insulation is given by:
where, A and B are insulation constants, which are determined by the experimental data while L is the insulation life in hours at operating temperature T in Kelvin. The life of the insulation (14) can be expressed as a linear function by taking log on both sides as: log 10 L = log 10 A + (log 10 e). B T (15) By looking at (15) , the life of insulation represents an equation of straight line with B' as the slope of the line and A' as the y-intercept. Hence, (15) can be written in the form:
where: Y = log 10 L A = log 10 A X = 1/T B = (log 10 e). B With the help of least square method, the constants A and B are derived using the data obtained from both the experimental campaign and the proposed neural network as: (18) where N is the number of aging temperatures tested Using (16) , the temperature index at 20,000h insulation life can be calculated as in (19):
The correlation coefficient R is determined relying on (20):
Using Table 4 , Table 5 and equations (16) to (19) , the constants A' and B', the temperature index and the correlation coefficient are calculated for both the conventional method and proposed method which are reported in Table 5 . In Fig. 15 , an Arrhenius curve is plotted i.e. the thermal life of insulation is extrapolated to a lifetime of 20,000h using the constants given in Table 5 . The lifetime points fits the equation of a straight line with correlation coefficient very close to unity, which shows the curve fit goodness of insulation life using both conventional and proposed method. The obtained relative error of temperature index is 0.125% when comparing insulation's lifetime using conventional method with the proposed method. The advantage of saving time using the proposed method is quite clear. Time that has been saved using the proposed method is 1440h and 264h at aging temperature of 250 • C and 270 • C respectively which saved 1680h (70 days) in total as illustrated in Table 6 . Table 7 shows the thermal exposure time comparison between the conventional and proposed methods of insulation lifetime evaluation. The time saving is estimated from a specimen that lasted the longest minus the time at which the neural network was trained. For example, specimen S3 lasted the longest at 250 • C thermal exposure, failed at the 2280h aging time while the neural network was trained at 7 th aging cycle (i.e. 840h aging time) which gives the time saving of 1440h. Similarly, for 270 • C thermal exposure, specimen S1 lasted the longest, failed at 552h while the neural network was trained at 312h aging time, giving the time saving of 264h. The time elapsed for the neural network for each specimen is calculated as 51.82 seconds using the ''toc'' command in MATLAB. The total time elapsed for the survived specimens at each aging temperature is illustrated in Table 7 . For the purpose of comparison, the time elapse is converted into hour that took about 0.388h (23.3mins), to predict total of 27 survived specimens in the experimental test campaign, which is negligible when compared with the time-savings using proposed method and hence, neglected in the time saving analysis.
VIII. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The proposed method, a Bayesian Regularized Artificial Neural Network, discussed in the previous sections verified with the experimental results was able to reduce the accelerated aging test procedure time by approximately 57% compared to conventional method of insulation's lifetime evaluation, without any significant compromise on lifetime accuracy. However, the proposed method requires to be adopted in line with certain considerations to appropriately implementing the proposed prediction method using a neural network.
A. PRE-CONDITIONING PROCESS
Prior to the accelerated aging tests, a set of specimens at each thermal exposure was subjected to a pre-conditioning process. The specimen was pre-conditioned for 12 hours' time, equal to the insulation thermal class of the enameled magnet wire (i.e. 220 • C in the present case), in order to minimise the extrinsic thermal aging due to pre-conditioning itself. This pre-conditioning process is very important as the momentary high thermal exposure removes any volatile moisture and substances from the layer of dielectric insulation. These impurities can significantly influence the measurement of the dielectric properties [42] that can result in a collection of data with high variability. For this reason, the 'unaged' term in the presented study is referred to a pre-conditioned specimen, since the specimen is still unaged (i.e. 0h) at this point of time. 
B. ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
Environmental factors, such as ambient temperature and relative humidity, also play a vital role in the measurement process of the diagnostic properties [43] . Thus, the diagnostic cycles must be carried out in a controlled environment i.e. ambient temperature and relative humidity is monitored, for leveling out the effect of the environmental factors on the diagnostic parameters [41] . The diagnostic tests, carried out in the presented study, were performed below the ambient temperature of 25 • C and relative humidity of 40%, after being removed from the oven.
C. THERMAL EXPOSURE TIME AND LEARNING TIME
Thermal exposure time for each aging cycle was selected according to the rule described by Arrhenius law which states that every 8-10 • C rise in temperature reduces the insulation thermal life by half [7] [8] [9] . To enhance the statistical significance of the predicted time-to-failure, the number of aging cycles must be considered between 10 and 20 as recommended in [44] . The thermal exposure time can be obtained using (21) , where T i is the aging temperature considered during the test procedure, T o is the insulation thermal class, k is the number of desired aging cycles and 20,000 represents the life of insulation at thermal class defined by the manufacturer.
Based on (21) , the exposure times of 120h, 48h and 8h were obtained for the aging temperature of 250 • C, 270 • C and 290 • C respectively. For the neural network method of predicting the insulation' lifetime, it is always best to have more data points (aging cycles) so that more data can be trained until the chosen learning time, leading to a more accurate prediction of the diagnostic parameters. This can be seen in Fig. 9 , where the trend of IC and Tanδ is not monotonic that results in an inaccurate prediction outcome.
To get the utmost benefit out of the proposed method, accelerated aging test must be completed at the shortest accelerated aging point (i.e. the highest aging temperature), in order to set an end of life criterion for all the aging temperatures. Prediction analysis showed that the obtained end of life criterion ( Table 1) was reasonable for all the considered aging temperatures, despite 3 specimens were failed at a very early age. In order to meet the requirement of ASTM standards (i.e. at least 10 specimens at each aging temperature), additional specimens (for example 15 at each aging temperature) may be considered prior to commencing the test campaign. In this way, specimens failing at early age (i.e. not enough points to train the network) can be excluded from the prediction analysis using neural network. Unlike 290 • C aging temperature, for other aging temperatures, only few diagnostic sessions (aging cycles) were required to train the neural network, hence, the number of performed diagnostic sessions are reduced compared to the one demanded by the conventional method of insulation's lifetime evaluation. In the presented work, it has been shown that 8 data points are enough (until 7 th aging cycle) to train the neural network in order to get the desired IR prediction. However, it is worth looking into an analysis in which the number of aging cycles may be reduced to train the network whilst keeping the same number of data points in the training set. This can either be done by increasing the value of k in (21) at each thermal exposure or by using the data extrapolation methods, which yields to a more time saving of the experimental test campaign.
D. APPLICABILITY
In terms of applicability of the proposed method, the neural network, despite being verified for turn-to-turn polyester/polyamide insulation is suitable for other varieties of organic insulations for electrical machines rated at low voltage levels, including phase-to-ground and phase-tophase insulation systems. Furthermore, it is worth recalling that the presented work is the case-study of the electrical machine where no varnish or impregnation was applied to the specimens. In circumstances where winding's mechanical protection is prerequisite, the winding of electrical machines is required to be varnished which in principle, does not affect the applicability of the proposed method. Depending on the specific application and the required technology, the electrical machine may still need to be qualified according to technical qualification standards, such as IEC 60034 18-21 and IEEE Std. 117-2015, before entering into the market. The proposed method of thermal lifetime evaluation does not claim to replace these standards which when required, must be followed by the machine's manufacturers. The presented work is mainly directed toward machine design engineers and researchers since it aims to develop thermal lifetime models, which can be used during the initial stage of prototyping in order to improve the machine's reliability. Thus, a precise idea on the insulation thermal class can be obtained with reduced diagnostic sessions of accelerated thermal aging tests [41] .
IX. CONCLUSION
Since aerospace and transportation industries are shifting toward electrified solutions, quicker thermal qualification and hence faster manufacturing of electrical machines are becoming very important. Excellent advances have been made in the last two decades in terms of computationally efficient electromagnetic and thermal analysis of electrical motors. On the other hand, reliability, lifetime evaluation and physics of failure are becoming essential requirements for motor-drive systems. Therefore, these aspects cannot be considered as secondary objectives anymore. In this paper, using the proposed Neural Network (BRP), a faster alternative method was adopted for the thermal qualification of electrical machine, which showed a good quality of prediction when compared to the conventional method of thermal qualification. The proposed network predicted the wire insulation resistance with respect to its aging time at aging temperatures of 250 • C, 270 • C and 290 • C. The mean timeto-failure at each aging temperature was extracted using Weibull probability distribution to compare the Arrhenius curves for both conventional and proposed methods. This gave the error of 0.125% when its temperature indexes were compared. Moreover, the analysis showed a time saving of 1680 hours (57% time saved of accelerated aging test campaign), when the thermal life of insulation is predicted using the BRP neural network, without any major compromise on lifetime accuracy. On the other hand, the time elapsed for the neural network itself took about just 0.388h (23.3mins) in total, in order to predict 27 survived specimens at all aging temperatures. MICHAEL GALEA (Senior Member, IEEE) received the Ph.D. degree in electrical machines design from the University of Nottingham, Nottingham, U.K., in 2013. He was appointed as a Lecturer, an Associate Professor, and a Professor of electrical machines and drives with the University of Nottingham, in 2014, 2018, and 2019, respectively. He is currently the Head of the School of Aerospace, University of Nottingham Ningbo China, where he is also the Director of Aerospace. He also lectures in electrical machines and drives and in aerospace systems integration and manages a number of diverse projects and programs related to the more/all electric aircraft, electrified propulsion, and associated fields. His main research interests include design and development of electrical machines and drives (classical and unconventional), reliability and lifetime degradation of electrical machines, and the more electric aircraft. He is a Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical Society. He is also on the Executive Board of the U.K., Magnetics Society. VOLUME 8, 2020 
